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Luminescence from Spherically and Aspherically Collapsing Laser Induced Bubbles
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Single cavitation bubble luminescence is investigated. The cavitation bubbles are produced by
focused laser light and collapse under the action of the ambient pressure. Both spherical and aspherical
collapse is studied. Luminescence is observed in both cases, but only up to a mildly aspherical collapse.
[S0031-9007(97)04982-X]

PACS numbers: 78.60.Mq, 47.55.Bx
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Light emission from bubbles in liquids has receive
increased attention with the advent of single bubble le
tation in sound fields [1]. In this Letter we presen
investigations of the light emission from single collapsin
cavitation bubbles: single cavitation bubble luminescen
(SCBL). Our method makes use of focused laser lig
to produce largely empty bubbles in a liquid, a metho
used earlier for cavitation bubble dynamics studies [2,
In contrast to acoustically driven bubbles in SBSL (sing
bubble sonoluminescence) [1] and MBSL (multibubb
sonoluminescence) [4] experiments, laser induced bubb
do not need a sound field for a strong collapse and
light emission [5]. Laser induced bubbles can be made
collapse in adjustable aspherical geometry and thus m
settle some questions about the origin of the luminescen
SCBL may also serve as a link between SBSL and MBS
in that the aspherical environment present in MBSL can
simulated in SCBL.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experimental arrang
ment used to investigate the bubble dynamics and
light emission during bubble collapse. AQ-switched
Nd:YAG laser delivers single laser pulses of 8 ns wid
and up to 20 mJ energy at a wavelength of 1064 n
The laser light is focused with an aberration minimize
lens system into a cuvette filled with bidistilled wate
(85 mm 3 85 mm 3 75 mm, water at room temper-
ature and air saturated). A focus angle of25± places
the focus 27 mm from the cuvette wall. This allows
nearly spherical geometry in the surrounding liquid fo
the investigated bubble sizes ranging from 0.8 mm
1.5 mm in radius. Single bubbles are nucleated at
focus of the laser pulse when the dielectric breakdow
threshold is reached, and a rapidly expanding plasma
formed. The recombining plasma gives rise to a ga
and vapor-filled bubble that grows to a maximum radi
depending on the laser pulse parameters, in particu
pulse length and pulse energy [6]. The bubble collaps
down to a minimum size until the compressed gas
the bubble leads to a rebound. During the collap
process, the bubble dissipates energy, mainly throu
emission of acoustic transients, and therefore reexpa
to a smaller, second maximum bubble radius. The bub
dynamics is resolved with an image converter camera
227.000 framesys (Imacon 700, Hadland Photonics) wit
0031-9007y98y80(2)y393(4)$15.00
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eight separate frames read out via a CCD (charge-coup
device) camera (1317 3 1013 pixel, 12 bit, Quantix,
Photometrics). Each pixel of the CCD covers6.252 mm2

field of view.
To suppress the intense continuum light emission of t

dielectric breakdown process, a gateable camera sys
with a high contrast ratio between the shuttered and ope
state is needed. An intensified CCD system (PicoSt
LaVision) with a gated multichannel plate (MCP) an
a gated photocathode serves this purpose. The ga
times can be adjusted from 1 ms down to 120 ps.
the highest gain voltage of the MCP, one photoelectr
is intensified to 150 counts. A fiber coupled slow sca
CCD (384 3 286 pixel, 12 bit) integrates the light during
the opening time. The optical imaging is done with a lon
distance microscope at 137 mm (73 mm in water, 5 m
cuvette glass thickness, and 59 mm in air) from the las
focus with 103 magnification, which gives2.942 mm2

field of view for each CCD pixel. The diameter of th
aperture of the long distance microscope is 42 mm. T
illumination with a photo flash (60 ms duration) and a
ground glass plate is used either for the imaging of t
bubble with the converter camera or, with considerab
attenuation, for the photography of the bubble shape w
the ICCD (intensified CCD).

The acoustic transients at bubble generation and
bubble collapse are recorded with a PVDF hydropho
having a bandwidth of 10 MHz (from CERAM AB,

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement for investigation of bubb
dynamics and the emission of light of a laser induced cavitati
bubble during collapse.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 393
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Sweden) and are stored on a transient recorder (T
784A, Tektronix) together with the monitor output of th
image converter camera and the ICCD gate. The trigg
for the individual devices are generated with a separ
timing computer and a four-channel delay generator.

For the investigation of aspherical bubble collapse,
height adjustable rigid boundary of perspex is plac
below the laser focus.

The technique for generation of cavitation through
laser induced dielectric breakdown allows the creation o
bubble in a highly reproducible way [2,3]. In the absen
of a boundary, the bubble collapses spherically and em
a single shock wave [3]. Its dynamics can be very we
modeled until the late stage of collapse with Gilmore
model [7].

Figure 2 shows an image of the luminescence which o
curs during the spherical bubble collapse taken with t
ICCD camera. The gating time was adjusted to5 ms and
an attenuated flash illuminates the bubble outline. T
bright SCBL spot in Fig. 2 is centered. Light emissio
is only observed if the gating time of the ICCD cover
the bubble collapse, which has been checked with
recorded hydrophone signal. Further, no measurable p
ton counts of the broad and intense continuum emiss
emitted from the dielectric breakdown are accumulat
on the ICCD chip. This is a prerequisite for studyin
the spherical bubble collapse because the dielectric bre
down occurs at the same spatial position as the colla
and could lead to false interpretation. The maximum r
dius of the bubble,Rmax, in Fig. 2 was determined through
Rayleigh’s formula [8], Eq. (1), from the duration betwee
bubble generation and bubble collapse2Tc  150.4 ms to
Rmax  0.813 mm:

Rmax 

µ
0.915

r
r

p 2 pd

∂21

Tc , (1)

FIG. 2. ICCD image with a5 ms shutter open time of a lu-
minescing cavitation bubble with weak additional illuminatio
from the front. The bubble appears dark on a bright bac
ground with the luminescence spot in the middle. During t
shutter open time, the bubble wall collapses from the positi
marked with the dashed outline to a smaller bubble size, a
therefore its shape becomes blurred. The size of the fram
0.784 mm 3 0.784 mm.
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wherer  998.2 kgym3 is the density of the liquid,p 
1 bar is the ambient pressure, andpd  0.0233 bar is the
vapor pressure atT  20 ±C.

The lower bound for the number of photons emitted ca
be roughly approximated: A single image of the lumi
nescence with the same bubble size but without illumina
tion gives3.4 3 105 counts; a single photoelectron gives
64 counts at the adjusted voltage of the MCP. The qua
tum efficiency for the photocathode at 400 nm is 0.03
This efficiency is approximately valid for the lumines-
cence, as has been checked with different cut-off filter
Further, the light is assumed to be emitted uniformly int
the solid angle of4p, and, with an ideal optics with-
out reflection losses, the long distance microscope imag
1y170th of the photons from geometrical considerations

In this way, a lower bound of emitted photons during
primary bubble collapse is determined to30 3 106 pho-
tons for Rmax  0.813 mm. In Fig. 3 the lower bound
for the number of photons emitted for different maximum
bubble sizes is plotted as dark squares. For each data po
ten luminescence events have been summed up onto
CCD chip and averaged. The dark signal has been su
tracted from the images, and the number of photons ha
been estimated as above. A linear regression (dashed l
in Fig. 3) gives a slope of57 3 106 photons per mm maxi-
mum radius. There exists a threshold for the dielectr
breakdown [6] whereby a bubble with a certain content o
gas and vapor and a certain initial bubble wall velocity i
formed. The resulting smallestRmax formed at the dielec-
tric breakdown threshold (90% likelihood) was very clos
to 0.7 mm.

The ICCD camera takes a picture of the bubble illumi
nated by the light scattered from its interior. Assuming
the luminescence event to be short, it freezes the bubb
wall motion: A stop motion picture of the bubble at lumi-
nescence is photographed. From the diameter of the lum
nescence spot, an example of which is given in Fig. 2, w

FIG. 3. Lower bound for the number of photons emitted
during the primary bubble collapse for different maximum
bubble radii.
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can conclude that a bubble has a radius of15 6 6 mm for
Rmax  0.813 mm when luminescence occurs.

When the fluid flow in the surroundings of a bubble
disturbed, e.g., by a rigid boundary, the bubble dynam
before collapse is altered in a complex way. A simp
description of the dynamics is given in the followin
The bubble reduces its size, but the bubble wall nea
to the boundary is less strongly accelerated (as its flow
hindered by the boundary) than the radial flow from abo
An indentation at the opposite bubble wall is formed a
gives rise to an additional flow, apart from the pure rad
one, in a direction towards the boundary. From moment
conservation [9], the bubble center accelerates during
collapse and moves towards the boundary. Considerin
mirror bubble to fulfill the velocity boundary condition
on the rigid boundary, the attraction can be ascribed
thesecondary Bjerknes force[10]. After the collapse, the
bubble reexpands with a liquid flow, thejet, in a direction
towards the boundary, forming a protrusion of the bub
which, for example, is visible in Fig. 4 (frames 4–7).

The dimensionless parameterg  syRmax helps to char-
acterize the bubble collapse for different bubble radiiRmax

and distancess of the bubble center from the boundar
Varying the parameterg from `, which is the spheri-
cal case, to a smaller value increases the influence of
boundary and thus the asphericity of the bubble collap
Figure 4 consists of a combination of the two shared p
tographic devices. The frames 1–7 show the bubble
namics forg  5.9. The bubble prior to collapse, frame
1 and 2, has a spherical shape. The bubble reaches m
mum volume between frames 3 and 4, and the bubble
ter moves towards the boundary. The protrusion at
lower bubble wall is formed on a slower time scale th
the bubble collapse, which is not resolved in greater

FIG. 4. Frames 1–7: bubble dynamics and light emission n
a rigid boundary (not visible) placeds  4.9 mm below the
laser focus photographed with the image converter cam
The bubble reaches a maximum radius ofRmax  0.83 mm,
leading tog  5.9. The frames have4.4 ms interframe time.
Frame 3a: Blended picture of frame 3 and photograph of
light emission with the ICCD for a bubble with the sam
experimental parameters. The size of all individual frames
1.56 mm 3 1.25 mm.
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tail. The liquid jet pushes the protrusion, whereas the m
bubble body gains nearly spherical shape again.

Frame 3a of Fig. 4 is a blended image of the ICCD p
ture and frame 3. The cavitation luminescence is visi
as the bright spot at the center of the lower bubble w
The two imaging devices have photographed a differ
bubble, but the experimental parameters have not bee
tered. The high reproducibility of the experiment has be
checked with the image converter camera, comparing
bubble dynamics for similar hydrophone signals and an
altered boundary position. This is a precaution neede
compare the image of the ICCD and the images of the c
verter camera. Blending of the two frames has been c
trolled in two ways: First, the position of the light emissio
of the spherical bubble collapse was taken to determine
displacement of the luminescence in the aspherical c
With the displacement and the center of the bubble in fra
one and the correct scaling of the ICCD image both ima
can be blended as done in frame 3a of Fig. 4. The blend
was controlled to be correct with a second method. T
attenuated flash, similar to that used in Fig. 2, illumina
the bubble shape. Thus, moving the ICCD image over
frames 5 to 7 of the image converter camera for the b
visual match of the bubble shapes leads to the same
placement. The weak bright shades in frame 3a are du
the flash illumination of the bubble shape.

With this blending technique, we find that the ligh
emission is located103 mm below the laser focus. The
light emission occurs at the very late stage of bub
collapse and is a single event. If multiple emission eve
would occur, a line or several discrete bright spots wo
have been imaged as the movement of the collaps
bubble would separate them spatially.

Calculation of the number of photons in the same way
in the spherical case gives1.7 3 106 photons forg  5.9
and 5 3 105 photons forg  4.7. It is shown that the
integrated luminescence decreases with smallerg values,
and no light emission from the bubble has been obser
for g below about 3.5.Thus we can state that cavitatio
luminescence needs a highly spherical bubble collapse

Luminescence has been observed for all cavitation b
bles collapsing in spherical geometry. No luminescen
has been observed during the second bubble collapse.
bubble rebounds after the first collapse to a smaller ma
mum radius due to the energy loss, mainly from emiss
of the shock wave. Thus the second collapse obviousl
not strong enough to fulfill the conditions for light emis
sion. The emission occurs at the geometrical center of
bubble and, as stated above, we assume that the sha
the emission is an image of the bubble scattering the li
from its interior.

The photon numbers per luminescence event are at l
an order of magnitude greater than observed in SB
experiments. This is as expected, because the maxim
bubble sizes for laser induced bubbles are 10 to 30 tim
larger compared to an SBSL experiment. Fitting measu
395
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radius-time curves up to the second bubble collapse giv
an approximate equilibrium bubble radiusR0 (bubble
radius under static conditions). For the investigated ma
mum bubble radii the ratioRmaxyR0 lies in the range
between 5–10.

Jet theories [11] also rely on a nearly spherical collap
as then the jet velocities are higher when the jet form
However, they are invalid for a perfectly spherical co
lapse, i.e., in the limit where asphericity turns to spheri
ity [12]. Aspherically collapsing bubbles luminesce at th
bubble site of jet impact. This feature they share wi
shock compressed cylindrical bubbles in gels [13]. Tim
resolution in this experiment does not yet allow us to disti
guish whether it is the instant of jet impact or the instant
bubble minimum when the luminescence flash is emitte
Even a framing rate of20 3 106 framesys [3] would not
be high enough forg larger than 3.5. For these cases, du
to the increased sphericity, jet impact and bubble minimu
are separated by less than 50 ns, the framing resolution
the camera.

Laser induced cavitation bubbles may become an intr
sic tool for further studies of luminescence accompanyi
bubble collapse. The very small size of SBSL bubbl
at the moment of luminescence can be overcome w
laser induced bubbles in SCBL. Another advantage is th
no sound field is necessary as the bubble is fed with e
ergy through the expanding plasma at dielectric brea
down. Therefore, experiments with laser induced bubb
do not have to cope with diffusion stability [14] and with
the Bjerknes force threshold [15]. Moreover, systema
studies of luminescence from aspherical bubble collap
now open up a way to elucidate the mysterious conne
tion between SBSL and MBSL [16]. Pictures of aspher
cally oscillating bubbles, but without luminescence, can
found in a recent publication [17]. SCBL can also be e
panded to MCBL (multicavitation bubble luminescence
Two luminescence spots have been observed from t
nearby cavitation bubbles, for instance.
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